
EXPLORATORY

EXPERIMENTATION: GOETHE,
LAND, AND COLOR THEORY

Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe’s Theory of Col-

ors1 has continued to fasci-
nate physicists for almost
two centuries since its pub-
lication in 1810. Hermann
von Helmholtz, Werner
Heisenberg, Walter Heitler,
and Carl Friedrich von
Weizsäcker are among those
who have written substantial essays on Goethe.2 More
recently, chaos theorist Mitchell Feigenbaum consulted
Goethe’s work and was surprised to find that “Goethe had
actually performed an extraordinary set of experiments in
his investigation of colors.” Not only that, Feigenbaum per-
suaded himself that “Goethe had been right about color!”3

We agree with Feigenbaum that the experiments con-
tained in Theory of Colors are what gives Goethe’s work
its abiding interest. In this article, we suggest that Goethe
was a remarkable representative of a research style that
we call exploratory experimentation. Long ignored by his-
torians and philosophers of science, exploratory experi-
mentation has nevertheless played a crucial role in the
history of physics. Among others, Michael Faraday’s inves-
tigations into electromagnetism followed the exploratory
approach; they are discussed in boxes 1 and 2 on pages 48
and 49. In the main, though, we tell the story of
exploratory experimentation by looking at two investiga-
tions of color from different historical periods—Goethe’s
experiments with prismatic colors and Edwin Land’s
experiments on color vision. To understand properly their
work, one must first consider a classic example of a very
different approach to understanding color, that of Isaac
Newton.

Newton’s experimental approach 
Newton first announced his “New Theory about Light and
Colours” in a famous letter to the Royal Society of London.4

In it, he described several experiments, including the clas-
sic one—illustrated in figure 1a—in which a beam of sun-
light refracted by a prism casts an oblong colored spectrum
on a wall. Starting from the observation that the image
was not circular like the original sunbeam, Newton
inferred the principles of his new theory: that sunlight was
a mixture of rays of different “refrangibility,” that colors
were not “Qualifications of Light, . . . but Original and con-
nate properties,” and that colors could be either simple or

compound. The crucial ele-
ment of Newton’s theory
was his extension of the tra-
ditional concept of the ray,
which he associated with a
definite degree of refrangi-
bility. Newton’s reliance on
this new concept served
both to guide the interpreta-
tion of his experiments and

to rule out competing explanations. Chief among those
explanations were theories that attributed color to some
modification of the light during refraction, such as min-
gling with shadow or (as was proposed by René Descartes)
a frictional slowing of the rotation rates of light corpuscles.
Newton ascribed to his experiments extraordinary demon-
strative power: His theory, he said in his letter, “is not an
Hypothesis but most rigid consequence, not conjectured by
barely inferring ‘tis thus because not otherwise or because
it satisfies all phaenomena . . . but evinced by ye media-
tion of experiments concluding directly & wthout any sus-
picion of doubt.” Indeed, Newton chose to model his later
Opticks after Euclid’s Elements, with each of the central
propositions followed by a “Proof by Experiments.”5

The role of preexisting hypothesis in Newton’s optical
work is revealed by an early notebook (1664–65), which
gives a more reliable picture of his research practice than
the carefully constructed letter of 1672.6 Newton reported
that when he looked through a prism at a cardboard with
its two halves painted in different colors, he observed col-
ored fringes at the border between the two, as illustrated
in figure 1b. Newton varied the colors of the cardboard
halves and noted in a table the colors of the resulting
fringes. He connected those observations immediately
with considerations of how different velocities of light
“globuli” cause different color sensations. Evidently a cor-
puscular theory of light formed the background of New-
ton’s experiments, serving both to guide their design and
to conceptualize their results. For example, the corpuscu-
lar hypothesis implied that swifter rays would be less
refracted by a prism than slower ones because they were
exposed for a shorter time to the prism’s influence. 

In contrast to Goethe and Land, Newton was not pri-
marily concerned with color as such, which he regarded as
an indicator of more abstract and mathematizable prop-
erties of light rays. Among the few propositions in Opticks
that deal with color per se is one (book one, part 2, propo-
sition 6) proposing a geometrical procedure for determin-
ing the compound color that results from mixing simple
spectral colors. The color wheel Newton used for this pur-
pose is illustrated in figure 1c. He left unclear, though, how
the relative “number of rays” of each of the component col-
ors was to be defined, and Newton admitted that he was
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Goethe’s experiments with color is often
undervalued, but has repeatedly proved

its worth.
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unable to generate white from two colors, although his
scheme predicted that possibility. But those failures did
not worry him: Such color-mixing problems, he remarked,7

were “Curiosities of little or no moment to understanding
the Phaenomena of Nature.” 

Goethe’s color experiments 
Goethe’s scientific interest in color was inspired by the nat-
ural optical phenomena and the coloristic traditions of
Renaissance painting that he encountered during his first
journey to Italy (1786–88). Goethe’s first publication on
color theory, Contributions to Optics followed a few years
later.1 The Contributions centered around a series of exper-
iments in which Goethe viewed various painted images on
paper through a prism. Like Newton before him, he
observed colored fringes along boundaries. Unlike Newton,
however, Goethe systematically varied the experimental
conditions—the shape, size, color, and orientation of the
images viewed; the refracting angle of the prism; and the
distance of the prism from the figure—to determine how
they influenced what he saw. 

Goethe’s experimental procedure comprised two
stages: an analytic one that moved from complex appear-
ances through simpler ones to a first principle, and a syn-
thetic stage that moved in reverse order, showing how
more complex appearances are related to the first princi-
ple. The analytic stage is illustrated by a set of experi-
ments with black-and-white images. Figure 2 shows how
a few of the images Goethe used look when viewed through
a prism with its refracting angle held downward. The gen-
eral law determined by Goethe was that colored fringes
arose at black–white borders parallel to the prism’s axis:
yellow and red when the white was below the black, blue
and violet when it was above, as shown in the prism view
of figure 2e.  For Goethe, these fringes constituted an ele-
mentary appearance of prismatic color from which all oth-
ers could be derived. For example, Goethe’s experiments
with black and white rectangles showed that the Newton-
ian and complementary spectra (see the prism views of fig-
ures 2c and d) were generated when the colored fringes
from two closely spaced black–white boundaries encoun-
tered each other: The yellow and blue fringes mixed to pro-
duce green; the red and violet produced magenta. For
Goethe, therefore, the Newtonian and complementary
spectra were compound phenomena that could be derived
from the law of colored fringes.

The synthetic stage of Goethe’s investigation is illus-

trated by his experiments on the colored fringes that
appear when gray and colored images on various back-
grounds are viewed through a prism. Figure 3 shows how
part of one of Goethe’s diagrams (see the cover of this
issue), from Theory of Colors, looks through a prism with
its refracting angle held downward. Experiments with
squares in different shades of gray against white and black
backgrounds showed that the intensity of the colored
fringes increased with the lightness contrast at the bound-
ary. More complex phenomena were seen using colored
squares, which exhibited fringes with new colors not seen
in the previous experiments. Goethe argued, quite plausibly,
that those new colors were due to the mixing of the ele-
mentary fringe colors with the colors of the squares them-
selves. Goethe regarded that mixing as the true explana-
tion of Newton’s observation that a red square, viewed
through a prism against a black background, appears dis-
placed slightly higher than a blue one, as seen in the upper
right of figure 3. Whereas Newton had adduced this obser-
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FIGURE 1. ISAAC NEWTON’S SKETCHES illustrating some of
his investigations of color. (a) A circular sunbeam refracted

through a prism casts an oblong image. From this and other
experiments, Newton concluded that color was an inherent

quality of light, that each spectral color had its own degree of
refrangibility, and that colors could be simple or compound.

(Adapted from manuscript Add. 4002, Cambridge U. Library.)
(b) Fringes of color are observed at the boundary of two differ-

ent color fields painted on cardboard. (Adapted from manu-
script Add. 3996, Cambridge U. Library.) (c) Newton’s color
circle. The sizes of the seven sections are proportional to the
intervals of the diatonic musical scale. The circle illustrates a

“center of gravity” calculation of the compound color that
results from mixing spectral colors. The areas of the circles p,
q, r, s, t, v, and x are proportional to the “number of rays” of

each color in the mixture. The center of gravity is the point z:
Its azimuth predicts the color of the mixture; its radius, the sat-

uration. (Adapted from ref. 5.)



vation to prove that different colors of light have different
refrangibilities—the first proposition of his Opticks—
Goethe saw it as merely a special case of the more general
law of colored fringes.

The experiments just described are only a small frac-
tion of those that Goethe performed during his career. Oth-
ers included novel experiments with refracted sunlight
that displayed at a glance the evolution of both the New-
tonian and complementary spectra as a function of dis-
tance from the prism, and careful replications and varia-
tions of many of the experiments in book 1 of Newton’s

Opticks. Particularly important are Goethe’s experiments
on colored shadows, such as one in which the shadow of a
pencil cast by a lighted candle and illuminated by the set-
ting sun is observed to be bright blue. Goethe was among
the first to recognize the importance of this phenomenon,
for which no account is given in Newton’s theory.

As an epitome of his research, Goethe proposed a sym-
metric color circle, illustrated in figure 4, that applied in all
areas he had studied. By contrast, Newton’s color circle,
with seven colors subtending unequal angles, did not exhibit
the symmetry and complementarity that Goethe regarded
as essential characteristics of color. For Newton, only spec-
tral colors could count as fundamental. By contrast,
Goethe’s more empirical approach led him to recognize the
essential role of (nonspectral) magenta in a complete color
circle, a role that it still has in all modern color systems.
Artisans such as painters, dyers, and tanners, who had to
deal practically with color, generally felt much more
attracted to Goethe’s color circle than to Newton’s. One
painter strongly influenced by Goethe’s work was J. M. W.
Turner (1775–1851), whose annotated copy of Theory of Col-
ors is extant and whose painting “Light and Colour
(Goethe’s Theory)” is on display at Tate Britain in London.

Contrasting research strategies 
Newton’s and Goethe’s respective approaches to color illus-
trate two very different approaches to experimental
research. We call them theory-oriented and exploratory
experimentation. Theory-oriented experimentation is
often regarded as the only relevant kind: It corresponds
roughly to the “standard” view in the philosophy of science
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FIGURE 2. GOETHE’S ANALYTIC INVESTIGATIONS proceeded
from the complex to the simple. Shown are five black-and-
white images selected from a series studied by Goethe, viewed
with the naked eye (top, adapted from Contributions to Optics,
ref. 1) and through a prism with its refracting angle held
downward (bottom). The up–down sequence of all the colors
is reversed if the refracting angle is held upward. (a) An irregu-
lar arrangement of black and white exhibited colored fringes
with no apparent order. (b) The colors generated by a simpler
checkerboard pattern were periodic and exhibited regular
changes as the checkerboard was rotated, but were still too
complicated to be expressed in a law. (c) The colored fringes
generated by a white rectangle depended on the width of the
rectangle and its distance from the prism.  A very narrow rec-
tangle, or one at a great distance, exhibited a spectrum with
just three colors.  Wider rectangles, such as the one shown,
displayed fringes whose colors—red, yellow, green, blue, and
violet—were consistent with those of the Newtonian spec-
trum. (d) A black rectangle on a white background exhibited a
spectrum—blue, violet, magenta, red, and yellow—complemen-
tary to that of (c). The complementary spectrum’s central
magenta, called “pure red” by Goethe, is not in the Newton-
ian spectrum. (e) The boundaries of wider rectangles acted as
isolated black–white contrasts, displaying red and yellow
fringes when the black was above, blue and violet when it was
below.  No colors appeared at vertical black–white borders. 

FIGURE 3. GOETHE’S SYNTHETIC INVESTIGATIONS involved
the study of the colored fringes that appear when images of
various colors are viewed through a prism. Goethe argued that
the apparent relative displacements of the various squares fol-
lowed from his law of colored fringes.
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that experiments are designed with previ-
ously formulated theories in mind and
serve primarily to test or demonstrate
them. Such a view was stated force-
fully by Karl Popper, who wrote,
“The theoretician puts certain
definite questions to the experi-
menter, and the latter, by his
experiments, tries to elicit a
decisive answer to these ques-
tions, and to no others. . . . The-
ory dominates the experimen-
tal work from its initial plan-
ning up to the finishing touches
in the laboratory.”8 According to
this view, it makes sense to per-
form an isolated experiment, and
in particular an experimentum cru-
cis, designed to judge between com-
peting hypotheses. Newton largely fol-
lowed such an approach in his experiments
on color.

By contrast, exploratory experimentation has been
relatively neglected by historians and philosophers of sci-
ence. Its defining characteristic is the systematic and
extensive variation of experimental conditions to discover
which of them influence or are necessary to the phenom-
ena under study. The focus is less on the connection
between isolated experiments and an overarching theory,
and more on the links among related experiments.
Exploratory experimentation aims to open up the full vari-
ety and complexity of a field, and simultaneously to develop
new concepts and categories that allow a basic ordering of
that multiplicity. Exploratory experimentation typically
comes to the fore in situations in which no well-formed con-
ceptual framework for the phenomena being investigated
is yet available; instead, experiments and concepts co-
develop, reinforcing or weakening each other in concert.

Exploratory experimentation often results in the
establishment of a hierarchy within a realm of phenom-
ena. At the pinnacle are those phenomena—Goethe calls
them primordial—that involve only the essential condi-
tions and that are therefore attributed a special status. 
All other effects can be deduced or explained from those
elementary ones by progressively complicating the exper-
imental arrangement and adding new conditions. The 
connection between a particular effect and an elementary
phenomenon is revealed by establishing a chain of inter-
mediate effects. In his methodological essay The Experi-
ment as Mediator Between Object and Subject,9 Goethe
described the result of such an approach as a “series of
experiments that border on one another closely and touch
each other directly; and which indeed, if one knows them
all exactly and surveys them, constitute as it were a sin-
gle experiment. . . .” He regarded this care to connect the
“closest to the closest” as an experimental analog of math-
ematical deduction, which “on account of its deliberateness
and purity reveals every leap into assertion.” In that con-
text, isolated experiments are not very informative, let
alone demonstrative, as they well might be in theory-
oriented work. The difference is nicely illustrated by the
exchange between Newton and an early critic, the Liège
Jesuit Anthony Lucas, who brought forward many new
experiments (including variations of Newton’s own), which
he claimed could not be accounted for by Newton’s theory.
Newton’s response was to insist that one “try only the
experimentum crucis [Opticks, book 1, part 1, experiment
6],” for “where one will do, what need of many?”10

Edwin Land and color vision
The now-classic experiments on color

vision begun in the 1950s by Land are not
only a fine example of exploratory experimenta-

tion at the frontier between physics and biology, they also
have a direct bearing on the theoretical content of Goethe’s
Theory of Colors. Land’s research began with a simple
experiment using two black-and-white transparencies of
the same colored scene. The first transparency, the “long
record,” was taken through a filter that passed only long-
wavelength light. The second, the “short record,” was
taken through a filter that passed only short wavelengths.
The two records differed only in the lightness or darkness
of corresponding points; neither had any color. The trans-
parencies were then projected onto a screen, directly on top
of one another, using a beam of light from the red part of
the spectrum for the long record and a beam of incandes-
cent light for the short record. According to the classical
color theory based on the work of Newton, Thomas Young,
James Clerk Maxwell, and Hermann von Helmholtz, the
image on the screen could only be some shade of pink.
What the observer saw, however, was an image brilliantly
and diversely colored, almost like the original scene. 

Although Land was not the first to observe such two-
color projection effects, his observation initiated a program
of exploratory experimentation lasting more than two
decades. He began with a series of 22 variations on the
two-projector experiment. Those experiments demon-
strated that the unexpected or “nonclassical” colors
appeared essentially instantaneously, and could not be
explained by time-dependent adaptations in the eye. The
experiments also showed that the colors were not sub-
stantially affected by such factors as the intensities of the
ambient illumination or of the projecting beams, the angle
subtended by the image, or the filters used to produce the
short and long records. Land then performed a more pre-
cise series of experiments using a dual monochromator
that allowed the experimenter to vary at will the wave-
lengths of the projecting beams, and to study the range of
colors observed as a function of those wavelengths.11

From the experiments, Land concluded that classical
color theory was valid only for spots of light observed in
totally dark surroundings and that it had only limited rel-
evance to color perception in natural situations involving
multiple objects and variable illumination. In particular,
he concluded that the stimulus for the color seen at a point
in an image was not, as usually supposed, the wavelength
composition of the radiant energy reaching the eye from
that point. His subsequent experiments were aimed at
uncovering the nature of the stimulus. Most of these exper-
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FIGURE 4. GOETHE’S COLOR CIRCLE

comprises both the Newtonian and the
complementary spectra observed in

experiments with prisms. In addition,
its three pairs of opposite colors are
complementary in a variety of con-
texts, including prismatic color
generation, colored shadows, after-
images, and color mixing. (From
Theory of Colors, ref. 1.)



iments used “Mondrians,” collages of paper rectangles
with different shapes and colors. 

Land began with experiments in which colorless Mon-
drians in white, gray, and black were viewed through dark
goggles that allowed only the eye’s rod (night-vision) sys-
tem to operate. By adjusting the illumination of the Mon-
drians, Land showed that the patches maintained a con-
stant rank order of perceived lightness, even though a
patch that appeared dark might be sending much more
light to the eye than one that appeared light. This sug-
gested to Land that the eye was able to discover lightness
values independent of the flux of energy it received; the
reflectance, the physical correlate of lightness, might be
the color stimulus he was seeking. This idea led Land to a
series of experiments in which he illuminated colored
Mondrians with long-, middle-, and short-wavelength light
that could be mixed in any proportion (see figure 5). In one
set of experiments, the illumination was adjusted so that,
for example, a white area of one Mondrian sent to the eye
exactly the same triplet of radiant energies as a green area
of another Mondrian. The two areas continued to appear
white and green, a dramatic demonstration that their per-
ceived colors were independent of the flux of energy they
emitted as a function of wavelength. In another set of

experiments, observers were asked to choose
from a standard set of 1150 color chips the one
that best matched the color of a given area on
an illuminated Mondrian. Land found that
when a match was made, it was the
reflectances of the two areas that corresponded,
and not the triplets of radiant energy being
sent to the eye in the three illuminating wave
bands.12

The “retinex” theory of color vision that
Land developed on the basis of his experiments
has two essential elements: It recognizes light-
ness (that is, reflectance) as the fundamental
stimulus of color, and it emphasizes the impor-
tance of boundaries, which allow the eye to esti-
mate lightness by seeking out singularities in
the ratio of energy flux from closely spaced
points. The parallel with Goethe’s theory, which
itself emphasizes the crucial roles of lightness
and of boundaries, is striking.

Complex systems 
Textbook accounts of the history of physics usu-
ally highlight discoveries involving simple sys-
tems, that is, those consisting of relatively few
interacting elements. Such systems lend them-
selves to study by means of isolated experi-
ments designed to demonstrate directly an
underlying physical principle. Most of the cele-
brated experiments of physics, from Galileo’s
with balls on inclined planes to Robert Mil-
likan’s with oil drops, are of this type. The
physicist studying a simple system deliberately
removes complicating influences, like an
intensely focused road builder cutting a
straight road with little interest in the sur-
rounding landscape.

Newton’s investigations into optics were
guided by the metaphysical belief that color
was merely a subjective correlate of mechani-
cal properties of light rays. He therefore
abstracted from the complex world of normal
visual perception, working in a dark chamber
illuminated only by a single sunbeam. The sys-

tem he studied was thus a simple one, comprising entities
of a single kind—rays with diverse refrangibility—whose
mutual interactions, such as color mixing, were purely
superpositional. Newton’s approach was entirely reason-
able given his aim: His mathematization of light and color
could best take flight from a few particular effects. But the
price paid was that his experiments had only limited rel-
evance to color as usually perceived.

Physicists studying complex systems that consist of
numerous interacting elements face a task different in
kind from that confronting Newton. They often start with
a multitude of empirical findings whose interconnections
and underlying principles are unclear. They must use
experiments not so much to demonstrate propositions as
to develop the concepts needed to make sense of multi-
plicity. The traditional isolated experiment is of little help
here. Instead, the student of complexity must be an
explorer, performing numerous laboratory or numerical
experiments under different conditions, sufficiently “close”
to one another that no important feature of the behavior
is missed. Such a physicist is not so much a road builder
as a mapmaker, whose principal interest is the physiog-
nomy of a complex landscape.

The role of relative complexity in motivating the
choice of experimental strategy is clearly illustrated by the
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FIGURE 5. MONDRIAN-LIKE COLLAGES were key elements of Edwin
Land’s experiments on color vision. The Mondrians were illuminated by
the three projectors at the bottom with light comprising various propor-
tions of short, medium, and long wavelengths. A telephotometer, seen on a
tripod to the right, measured the wavelength composition of the light
reflected from a given colored patch to the eye. Land thereby showed that
the perceived color of the patch is not determined by the wavelength com-
position of the light reflected from it. (Photograph by J. Scarpetti, courtesy
of the Rowland Institute, Cambridge, Mass.)



contrast between Newton and the exploratory cases we
have discussed. Goethe and Land were interested in color
as an irreducible quality, not as an epiphenomenon. Rec-
ognizing that the human eye and the external world con-
stitute a complex interactive system, both chose to explore
it under diverse aspects, performing literally hundreds of
experiments during their careers. The result was a deeper
understanding of the complexity of the conditions under
which colors appear in the world of everyday experience.
Faraday also studied phenomena that exhibited a bewil-
dering diversity and complexity in which many interact-
ing factors played important roles: the shapes of wires; the
strength of magnets; the speed and direction of the rela-
tive motion between them; and the strength, direction, and
time-dependence of currents. Although the laws describ-
ing these phenomena may seem simple to us today, this
simplicity was not evident to Faraday, who chose to follow
an exploratory path.

Theory-oriented and exploratory experimentation are
not exclusive categories, but rather members of a spectrum

of experimental research strategies. Which is more pro-
ductive in a given context depends on many factors, includ-
ing a field’s state of development, the sort of knowledge
(for example, underlying mechanisms versus phenomenal
regularities) sought by the physicist, and the complexity
of the system being studied. Our aim in emphasizing the
exploratory path has been to bring to light an experimen-
tal style that has played an important, but hitherto under-
recognized, role in the history of physics.

The authors thank Gérard Bienfait and Catherine Car-
bonne for assistance with the preparation of figure 2.
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Exploratory experimentation has
proved successful not only in

optics, but also in other fields of
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(a) in the figure—in which a magnetic
pole rotates around a wire. Using two
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and currents in the same direction (b),
he found that the speed of rotation
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altered. If, however, the currents were in opposite directions
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Box 1. Faraday’s Synthetic Investigation of Solenoids
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On returning to electromagnetic research in 1831 after a
nine-year hiatus, Michael Faraday focused on electromag-

netic induction, an effect that had been sought in vain since
Hans Christian Oersted’s discovery that magnetic needles
interact with currents. Faraday quickly succeeded in realizing
induction in his laboratory, using a soft iron ring with one set
of coils connected to a battery and another to a galvanometer,
as illustrated in his sketch at left below.14 But the effect raised
many questions. Was the induced current in one coil caused by
a magnetism of the ring, a magnetism caused by the current of
the second coil, or was there some direct influence between the
two coils? And why was induction observed only when the
current was switched on or off, and not when the current was
steady? Instead of publishing his discovery immediately, Fara-
day kept it secret and undertook several months of explorato-
ry experimental work. In analyzing the induction of currents
by magnets (as opposed to by currents), he varied the magnets’
shape and strength, the shape and thickness of the wires, and
the overall configuration. Quickly realizing that the relative
motion of wire and magnet was an essential factor, he varied
both its direction and speed, but the underlying principle still
proved elusive. In particular, it was not clear just what features
of the apparatus should be used to describe the motion. Fara-
day tried the magnetic poles, the directions of the wire and the
magnet, the compass directions, and even André-Marie

Ampère’s hypothetical circular currents within the magnet—
but in no case could he formulate a regularity consistent with
the experimental results. Finally, he tried the set of “magnetic
curves” described by iron filings around a magnet (see Fara-
day’s sketch shown to the right), which had long been known
but never considered more than a curiosity. Success was imme-
diate: All the experimental results could now be comprehend-
ed under a single principle, the “law of electromagnetic induc-
tion,” which stated that currents were induced when the mag-
netic curves were “cut by the wire.”15

Faraday later undertook synthetic investigations in an
attempt to deduce other induction effects from the law of elec-
tromagnetic induction. In general, synthetic and analytic meth-
ods were interwoven in Faraday’s work, corroborating, and
occasionally conflicting with, each other. 

Faraday shared with Goethe more than merely an experi-
mental approach. Just as Goethe made no attempt to theorize
about the “hidden” nature of light, so Faraday declined to spec-
ulate about the “real” nature of electric currents and magnets.
Instead, they both aimed to develop appropriate concepts for
formulating phenomenological regularities and, in the process,
emphasized the establishment of experimental links between
simple and complex phenomena. These methodological simi-
larities were noted by Hermann von Helmholtz in an 1881 lec-
ture on Faraday, in which he stressed Faraday’s aim to express
only “observable and observed facts, most carefully avoiding
any interference of hypothetical elements,” and explicitly
noted the similarity between Faraday’s and Goethe’s
approaches.16

Box 2. Faraday’s Analytic Investigation of Induction
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